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Two-dimensional spectrally resolved ultrafast infrared vibrational echo experiments were used to
investigate the nature of solute–solvent interactions in solution. The experiments were performed on
~acetylacetonato!dicarbonylrhodium~I! in dibutylphthalate at 150 K. The 2D spectra display features
that reflect the 0–1 and 1–2 transitions and the combination band transition of the symmetric~S! and
antisymmetric~A! CO stretching modes. Three oscillations in the data arise from the frequency
difference between theSandA modes~quantum beats! and theSandA anharmonicities. The novel
mechanism that gives rise to the anharmonic oscillations, which is distinct from that of a
conventional quantum beat, is described. The frequency of theS/A mode-splitting quantum beats
varies for different observation wavelengths across the 0–1 inhomogeneous lines. For either theS
or A lines, as the wavelength of observation of the vibrational echo is moved to higher energy, the
quantum beat frequency decreases. The change in frequency is related to the nature of the solute–
solvent interactions~inhomogeneous broadening! of the S and A transitions. A simple analytical
approach is used to determine how a solute vibrational oscillator is influenced by the solvent. Three
models of solute–solvent interactions are considered in terms of CO local mode energies and
coupling. In one, the transition energies in theS andA lines are anticorrelated either because the
inhomogeneous broadening arises from variations in the local mode coupling or the local mode
energies are anticorrelated. In the other two, the local mode energies are either correlated or
uncorrelated. The results of the model calculations indicate that interactions with the solvent result
in local mode frequencies that are strongly correlated. ©2001 American Institute of Physics.
@DOI: 10.1063/1.1376423#
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I. INTRODUCTION

One of the most important and fundamental question
chemistry, biophysics, and materials science is how the
ternal mechanical degrees of freedom~vibrations! of a mol-
ecule or a portion of a macromolecule~e.g., a protein! are
affected by their surroundings. When a solvent surround
molecule, its structure and dynamics change. In going fr
the gas phase to a condensed matter environment, vibrat
energies change. The energy shifts are observable in infr
~IR! absorption spectra. Such shifts demonstrate that
structure of a molecule is influenced by interactions with
solvent, but the spectrum alone cannot, in general, be use
determine the nature of the solute–solvent interactions. T
dependent IR experiments, particularly optical coherence
periments, such as the ultrafast vibrational echo, can be
to investigate solute–solvent vibrational dynamics.1–8 The
vibrational echo technique has great utility in the investig
tion of solute–solvent intermolecular interactions, partic
larly when combined with detailed theoretical models9 or
simulations.10 But, the one-dimensional vibrational echo h
limits on the extent of the information it can provide. Met
ods are needed that can provide direct information on h
the medium in which a molecule is embedded modifies
structural degrees of freedom. Are solvent interactions lo
or nonlocal? Do different parts of a molecule experience

same or different influences from the solvent? In this pape
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ultrafast IR two-dimensional~2D! vibrational echo experi-
ments are presented and used to address such question

In the 1970s, the extension of nuclear magnetic re
nance~NMR! to 2D methods11 vastly increased the usefu
ness of NMR in many areas of science. Recently, ultra
2D photon echo experiments on electronic excited sta
have been performed.12,13 In the study of molecular matter
vibrational spectra are of particular importance because t
reflect the mechanical structure of molecules. Here
present ultrafast infrared 2D~time-frequency! vibrational
echo experiments that expand the types of inform
tion that can be obtained from vibrational spectroscopy.14–16

The experiments are used to study intermolecular inte
tions and dynamics of ~acetylacetonato!dicarbonyl-
rhodium~I! (Rh~CO!2acac! in a solid solution of
dibutylphthalate.14,17,18Rh~CO!2acac has two ‘‘local’’ oscil-
lators that provide a test bed for the investigation of t
interactions of distinct parts of a molecule with a solvent.
solid glassy solvent provides an inhomogeneous envir
ment that makes it possible to investigate how different lo
environments in a single solvent act on a molecule.

Ultrafast 2D vibrational echo methods combine the po
erful experimental approaches used in NMR with the tim
resolution of ultrafast infrared pulses, permitting investig
tion of dynamics and interactions of the structural degree
freedom of molecules in biological, chemical, and materi

r,systems. Spectrally resolved ultrafast vibrational echo

© 2001 American Institute of Physics
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spectroscopy14 is an addition to an increasing collection
new 2D ultrafast IR spectroscopic methods.5,6,19–24

The experiments were conducted on the symmetric~S!
and antisymmetric~A! CO stretching modes of Rh~CO!2acac
at ;2000 cm21. The 2D vibrational echo spectrum~VES! is
obtained by spectrally resolving the vibrational echo pu
with a monochromator. The 2D spectrum records the vib
tional echo as a function of the detection frequency and
time delay~t! between excitation pulses. The time structu
on the vibrational echo pulse contains a substantial amo
of information about the molecular oscillator/solvent syste
Spectrally resolving the vibrational echo pulse Fourier tra
forms it from the time domain to the frequency doma
which reveals the time structure of the echo pulse through
frequency components.

The bandwidth of the ultrashort~,200 fs! IR pulses ex-
ceeds the anharmonicity of vibrational transitions and
frequency differences between theS and A vibrational
modes, resulting in coherent excitation of multiple vibr
tional excited states. Vibrational echo decays are observe
the S andA, v50 – 1 andv51 – 2 transition frequencies a
well as at transition frequencies involving theS/A combina-
tion band. These primary features are strongly modulated
two distinct types of oscillations. The longer period oscil
tions are caused by the anharmonicity of each mode.2,23,25It
is shown below that these anharmonic oscillations are n
normal quantum beat,14 and a new mechanism for the anha
monic oscillations is described. These oscillations are
ferred to as accidental degeneracy beats because they re
inhomogeneous broadening and an accidental degene
between two different types of transitions that is made p
sible by the inhomogeneous broadening. The shorter pe
oscillations are conventional quantum beats arising from
splitting between theS andA peaks. In addition, the mecha
nism that gives rise to the combination band features in
spectrum, which involves simultaneous excitation of both
S andA transitions, is discussed. In linear spectroscopy,
combination band would appear in the spectrum at appr
mately the sum of theSandA transition frequencies, that is
;4000 cm21. However, in the vibrational echo spectrum, t
combination band features are observed shifted from thS
andA v50 – 1 lines by the combination band shift~i.e., the
difference between the combination band frequency and
sum of theA and S transition frequencies!. By spectrally
resolving the ultrafast vibrational echo and obtaining a
VES, the time resolution of the short pulses is preserved,
nature of the signal can be more readily elucidated, and
ditional information can be obtained.

In the results presented below, of particular importan
is that analysis of the quantum beat data provides insig
into the nature of solute–solvent interactions.26 The fre-
quency of theS/A quantum beats varies for different obse
vation wavelengths across thev50 – 1 inhomogeneous lines
Inhomogeneous broadening and its influence on the quan
beat frequency are discussed in terms of the CO local o
lator energies, their coupling to the solvent, and the coup
between the local oscillators that is responsible for theSand

318 J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 115, No. 1, 1 July 2001
A modes. An analytical theory is employed. Three models o
inhomogeneous broadening are considered in terms of t
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solvent induced spread in the CO local oscillator energ
and the local oscillator coupling. In one, the transition en
gies in theSandA lines are anticorrelated either because
inhomogeneous broadening arises from variations in the
cal mode coupling or the local mode energies are antico
lated. In the other two, the inhomogeneous distribution
local mode energies are either correlated or uncorrela
Each model results in a distinct change in the beat freque
as the observation wavelength is changed. Analysis of
data indicates that the coupling of the two CO local oscil
tors to the solvent is highly correlated. A mechanism th
could be responsible for the local oscillator correlation
proposed.

II. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES

The 180 fs~FWHM! infrared pulses used in the exper
ments were generated at a 1 kHz repetition rate with a band
width ~FWHM! of 90 cm21. The autocorrelation and th
spectrum of the pulses are both close to Gaussian in sh
Their time-bandwidth product is 0.49, which is close to t
transform limit of 0.44. The pulses were produced using
Spectra Physics optical parametric amplifier~BBO and
AgGaS2) pumped by a regeneratively amplified Ti:Sapph
system. The OPA was tuned to fix the center wavelength
the infrared pulses at;2045 cm21. This is approximately
midway between theS ~2082 cm21! and theA ~2010 cm21!
absorption bands. After leaving the OPA, a zinc selen
15%–85% beam splitter was used to divide the infra
pulses into weaker pulses with wave vectork1 , and stronger
pulses with wave vectork2 . A retro-reflector mounted on a
computer controlled translation stage delayed the stron
pulses by a timet relative to the weaker pulses. Travelin
along parallel trajectories, separated by;1.25 cm, the well-
collimated weak and strong pulses were directed into a
off axis parabolic reflector~PR!. The PR focuses the beam
and alters their direction of propagation so that they cr
one focal length ~15 cm! away from the PR. The
Rh~CO!2acac sample was centered at the crossing poin
the two excitation beams.

The dibutylphthalate~DBP! and Rh~CO!2acac used in
preparing the sample were obtained from Aldrich. The D
was distilled to eliminate dissolved water and t
Rh~CO!2acac was handled carefully in a glove box to min
mize exposure to air. A Rh~CO!2acac sample was containe
in a 400mm copper cell with CaF2 windows. The cell was
mounted on a continuous flow cryostat that cooled
sample to 150 K. Sample temperature was monitored w
a silicon diode thermometer attached to one of the C2
windows.

The vibrational echo signal, generated in the 2k2–k1

direction, was spatially filtered with irises and then dispers
by a 210 line/mm grating in a 1 mmonochromator. At the
monochromator exit slit, a mercury cadmium telluride dete
tor monitored the vibrational echo signal intensity. At ea
wavelength, a vibrational echo decay was collected a
function of t using 34 fs steps neart50 and 340 fs steps
farther out. Between delay line scans, the monochrom

21

Thompson, Merchant, and Fayer
f
he
was stepped 2 cm. The combined data yield theA and S
2D vibrational echo spectra.
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III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Features in the vibrational echo spectrum

Figure 1 displays a 1D vibrational echo decay, that ist
is scanned and the total vibrational echo signal at all wa
lengths is integrated.~The time resolution changes at 8 ps!
The signal is nonexponential and has oscillations at sev
frequencies. The data arise from a variety of multilevel c
herences induced by the broadband excitation pulses.
signal has contributions from thev50 – 1 andv51 – 2 tran-
sitions of theS and A lines, as well as combination ban
transitions and quantum beats between theS andA lines. As
discussed below, the quantum beats are not at a single
quency. The 1D data is sufficiently complex that interpre
tion is difficult. One approach to sorting out the various co
tributions to the data is to use narrow bandwidth IR pulses
that only a single transition is excited.17,18 However, using a
narrow bandwidth gives up the time resolution necessar
observe many of the features. In addition, information t
can be obtained from, for example, the quantum beats, is
accessible because such information is only available w
the bandwidth of the pulses is sufficient to produce mu
level coherences.

Rather than narrowing the bandwidth of the pulses
better approach is to frequency resolve the vibrational e
pulse to yield a 2D vibrational echo spectrum. Figure 2 d
plays 2D vibrational echo spectra that span the full range
wavelengths of theS and A bands. The inset on the le
shows the absorption spectrum. Note that the absorp
spectrum has significant solvent features that are not pre
in the VES spectrum.19,20 The solvent absorptions do, how
ever, modify the VES spectrum by changing the interact
amplitude as a function of wavelength.20,27TheSandA VES
features are considerably broader than the corresponding
ear absorption bands; the increase in breadth comes al
completely on the red side of the absorption center frequ

FIG. 1. The 1D vibrational echo decay of Rh~CO!2acac in dibutylphthalate
at 150 K. The vibrational echo decay shows both high and low freque
oscillations.

J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 115, No. 1, 1 July 2001
cies. The lower VES shows a rotated view of theA and S
bands. The lower VES is shown from the blue side while th
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upper spectrum is shown from the red side. The inset on
right displays the time dependence at a single monoch
mator setting on the blue side of theS line at 2081 cm21.

Examining Fig. 2, a number of features are evide
First, the data has a high frequency modulation. The ce
portion of theA and S bands also display a much slowe
oscillation that is much less evident on the sides of e
band. Examining the upper VES, it is clear that each ba
actually consists of three overlapping peaks. The various
tures will be discussed first, and then a detailed examina
of the high frequency oscillations will be used to provid
insights into the nature of solute–solvent interactions that
responsible for inhomogeneous broadening.

The S and A bands have contributions from the groun
state (v50) to first excited vibrational state (v51) transi-
tion and from thev51 state to the second vibrationally ex
cited state (v52, overtone! transition. The 0–1 contributions
are on the blue side of each band. The 0–1 transitions
respond to the linear absorption peaks. Smaller features
on the far red side of the bands~marked by arrows on the
upper VES! are from combination band transitions discuss
below. The features are only accessible because vibrati
echoes arex3 processes involving three successive inter
tions of the sample with the incident radiation fields.~Phase

y

FIG. 2. The 2D vibrational echo spectrum of Rh~CO!2acac in dibutylphtha-
late at 150 K. The upper~lower! plot displays the VES spectrum from th
red ~blue! side.~Point spacing is 2 cm21 on the frequency axis and 34 fs o
the time axis. At long time, the spacing is 340 fs.! The 2D spectrum shows
a dramatic increase in detail compared to the 1D decay shown in Fig. 1.
arrows highlight the echo signal arising from coherences involving theA/S
combination band. The left inset is the room temperature absorption s
trum of the sample~solvent background is not subtracted!. The right inset is
a time slice of the 2D VES spectrum~the monochromator wavelength set
2081 cm21! that shows the oscillations arising from quantum beating
tween theA andS modes.

319Two-dimensional vibrational echo
e
matching constraints in the detection geometry prevent the
v53 level from participating in vibrational echo signal.!
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The decay of the spectrum reflects the homogene
dephasing of the system. The 0–1 transition~blue side of the
line! decays somewhat more slowly than the 1–2 transiti
and the combination band peak decays more quickly. T
can been seen most clearly on theA peak of the upper VES
A complete determination of the pure dephasing linewid
will not be presented here. The decay of the 0–1 porti
of the A and S bands are almost identical and yield
T2516 ps, which is in accord with previous measurement18

The homogeneous linewidths (1/pT2) are 2/3 cm21 while
the absorption linewidths are.10 cm21 ~see below!, dem-
onstrating that at the experimental temperature~150 K!, the
system is massively inhomogeneously broadened. The
portions of the decay are very similar to the 0–1 decays,
the combination band peaks appear to decay more rapidl
a simple model that ignores fluctuations in the coupling
tween the two modes, the decay of the combination b
peak would be closely related to the homogeneous depha
of the S andA modes. The more rapid decays of the com
nation band peaks suggest that fluctuations of the an
monic coupling may play a role in the combination ba
dephasing.

The central, overlapping portions of the 0–1 and 1
peaks exhibit low frequency oscillations. The oscillations
at the frequency of the anharmonic shift, that is, the diff
ence between the 0–1 and 1–2 transition frequencies,
cm21 for the S mode and 13.7 cm21 for the A mode.2,14,28

The lower frequency anharmonic oscillations are not qu
tum beats or other types of beats14 seen in coherence exper
ments on a variety of multilevel systems.29,30 The anhar-
monic oscillations are observed in spite of the fact that
vibrational echo is detected through a monochromator wi
narrow band pass~2 cm21!.14 The origin of the oscillations is
different from the one proposed previously for experime
without frequency resolution2,31 and applies to experiment
with and without spectral resolution.14

The anharmonic oscillations have their origin in two s
of Feynman diagrams describing single and double exc
tions of a vibrational mode, namely two-level~u0& and u1&!
and three-level~u0&, u1&, and u2&! diagrams.2,14 However, in
the diagrams that produce the anharmonic oscillations,
first two interactions involve only theu0& andu1& states; there
is no branching. In a quantum beat, the first interactio
couple the ground and singly excited states oftwo different
modes, but the emission occurs from thesingly excited state
of a single mode. In anharmonic oscillations, the first inte
actions involve ground and singly excited states ofa single
mode, but the emission occurs from bothdoubly and singly
excited states of the same mode; the emission arises at th
same frequency only because of inhomogeneous broade
The inhomogeneous broadening makes it possible for
two distinct types of diagrams to be accidentally degener

The ‘‘two-level’’ diagrams2 ~i.e., those diagrams tha
have transitions between only the ground state and a fu
mental! have a coherence between theu0& andu1& levels after
the first pulse, which corresponds to a density matrix elem
of r01(v) that evolves at frequencyv. The system interacts

320 J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 115, No. 1, 1 July 2001
with the second pulse twice; the first interaction takesr01(v)
into eitherr00(0) or r11(0) which have no phase evolution,
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and the second interaction takes both these elements int
r10(2v) coherence, which then evolves at frequency2v
~note the negative frequency that implies rephasing!. The
phase differences caused by inhomogeneous broadening
occurred in the timet between the first and second pulse
reversed by time 2t. Summingv over all the frequencies in
the inhomogeneous line produces a macroscopic polariza
that dephases as a free induction decay~FID! after the first
interaction and that rephases and dephases again as an F
a time t after the second pulse, which generates the e
pulse in the phase-matched direction. The single diag
involving the u0&, u1&, and u2& levels is responsible for the
vibrational echo signal contribution from a 1–2 coheren
The density matrix elements corresponding to this diagr
are r00(0)→r01(v)→r11(0)→r21(2(v2D)), whereD is
the anharmonic frequency shift of the 1–2 transition relat
to the 0–1 transition and→ represents an interaction wit
the opticalE field.

The origin of the observed oscillations in this system l
in the manner in which the multilevel coherences are p
pared and evolve in time. The monochromator measures
signal from all oscillators emitting in a narrow bandwid
centered at frequency,v0 . There are two subensembles
molecules that can emit atv0 . Figure 3 is useful for under-
standing the two subensembles. It displays a schematic o
inhomogeneously broadened 0–1 and 1–2 absorption li
The 1–2 line is displaced to the red~lower energy! by the
anharmonic shift. The observation wavelength is on the
side of the 0–1 transition at frequency,v0 . Another fre-
quency in the 0–1 line atv01D is marked. Molecules with
r10(2v0) ~third interaction! and the correspondingr01(v0)
~first interaction! will emit at v0 ~two level diagrams!. Mol-
ecules withr21(2v0) ~third interaction! and the correspond
ing r01(v01D) ~first interaction!, will also emit atv0 ~three
level diagram involving the ground state, fundamental a
overtone of a single mode!. The 1–2 transition frequency o
this second set of molecules is at (v01D)2D; that is, their
0–1 transition frequency isv01D, and the 1–2 emission
frequency is redshifted by the anharmonic shift,D, bringing
it to v0 .

The frequency at which the oscillators emit,v0 , is the

FIG. 3. A schematic illustration of the inhomogeneously broadened en
lopes of the 0–1 transition and the anharmonically redshifted 1–2 trans
as a function of transition frequency. The vertical lines represent the
transition frequencies of the two distinct subensembles that contribute to
echo at the noted observation frequency. The anharmonic beats aris
cause the two-level echo that originates at and is emitted fromv0 of the 0–1
band, interferes with the three level echo that originates on the blue sid
the 0–1 band atv01D and is emitted from the blue side of the 1–2 ban
at v0 .

Thompson, Merchant, and Fayer
frequency at which the oscillators rephase to form the vibra-
tional echo pulse. In the diagrams involving only theu0& and
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u1& levels, the density matrix evolves asr00(0)→r01(v0)
→r00(0) ~or r11(0))→r10(2v0). The two level diagrams
dephase and rephase atv0 . In the diagram involving theu0&,
u1&, and u2& levels, the situation is different. For a molecu
with 0–1 transition frequency (v01D), the density matrix
evolves as r00(0)→r01(v01D)→r11(0)→r21(2((v0

1D)2D))5r21(2v0). Thus, the coherence produced
the three level diagram dephases at (v01D) but rephases a
v0 , producing a polarization atv0 . At t, the time of the
second pulse, there is a phase difference betweenr01(v0)
andr01(v01D) equal toD3t. After the second pulse, bot
oscillators begin rephasing atv0 . Although the vibrational
echo polarizations produced by both types of diagrams h
the same frequency, the two polarizations do not have
same phase. Ast is increased, the phase difference advanc
giving rise to the oscillations in the ‘‘single frequency’’ de
tected signal. The analysis is identical for a three pu
stimulated vibrational echo. The oscillations can only oc
when the first pulse can prepare a 0–1 coherence at
frequenciesv0 andv01D; if the inhomogeneous linewidth
is much smaller than the anharmonicity, then no oscillatio
will be detected at third order. The mechanism appl
whether or not the echo is spectrally resolved. The mec
nism does not involve time gating of the interference b
tween two distinct frequencies.31 The oscillations come from
the evolution of the phase relationship of two distinct sub
sembles of molecules that emit at the same frequency.
like a quantum beat, a branching transition is not involved
the first interaction, and unlike a quantum beat, a sufficien
broad inhomogeneous line is required for the oscillation
occur. The inhomogeneous broadening is necessary to pe
the emission from the two types of diagrams to be accid
tally degenerate. The anharmonic oscillations are one typ
accidental degeneracy beats.

In the upper VES in Fig. 2, on the far red sides of theA
andSpeaks, are distinct features indicated by the arrows
are split from the 0–1 transition absorption maxima by;25
cm21. These features arise from contributions to the vib
tional echo signal that involve the combination band tran
tion, that is, a transition that results in both theA andSstates
being excited. The frequency of the combination band tr
sition,vAS, differs from the sumvA1vS by an amountDc ,
the combination band shift. For Rh~CO!2acac, the shift is to
the red, andDc525 cm21.28 An example of the pathway o
density matrix elements associated with one of the diagr
that would contribute to the combination band peak on
red side of the A band is r00(0)→r0S(vS)→rSS(0)
→r (S1A)S(vS2vAS)→rSS(0). The first interaction pre-
pares a coherence between the ground state~00! and v51
level of theS vibration. Dephasing occurs at frequencyvS .
The second interaction produces a population in thev51
level of theS vibration. The third interaction prepares a c
herence between thev51 level of theS vibration and the
combination band state in which thev51 states of bothA
andS are excited. This coherence evolves at frequencyvS

2vAS). (vS2vAS)5vS2(vA1vS2Dc)52(vA2Dc).
The negative sign indicates that rephasing occurs at

J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 115, No. 1, 1 July 2001
quency (vA2Dc). The final interaction is emission from the
combination band state,AS, to S at frequency (vAS2vS)
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5(vA1vS2Dc2vS)5vA2Dc . Thus, the echo signal is ob
served 25 cm21 to the red of theA transition frequency.

The combination band peaks that appear on the red
of the A andS bands occur because theA andS modes are
anharmonically coupled, that is, their oscillations are n
strictly independent. In the ultrafast 2D VES experiment,
combination band is accessed through excited state abs
tion @i.e., initial interaction at 2082~2010! cm21, followed by
an interaction at 1985~2057! cm21#, and appears as two
peaks that are both shifted to the red of each fundame
transition by 25 cm21. The 25 cm21 combination band shift,
Dc , is a measure of the extent of the coupling. In line
spectroscopy, the combination band absorption peak oc
at (vA1vS2Dc), which is at 4067 cm21. In the 2D vibra-
tional echo experiment, the combination band is manifes
as part of the vibrational echo spectrum at;2000 cm21, and
because it is accessed by a series of resonant interaction
intensity is much larger than that seen in a linear absorp
spectrum.

The high frequency oscillations~see inset Fig. 2! are
found at all wavelengths in the VES spectrum. These os
lations are of particular interest here. For the 0–1 transiti
of theA andS lines, which will be discussed in detail below
the high frequency oscillations are caused by a quantum
between theA andS mode frequencies. The center-to-cen
splitting of theA andSmodes is 72 cm21. This is the nomi-
nal beat frequency for the quantum beats shown in the in
of Fig. 2. For example, for one pair of diagrams that give r
to beats in the 0–1 transitions, the density matrix evolves
r00(0)→r0A(vA)→rAA(0)→rA0(2vA) and r00(0)
→r0S(vS)→r00(0)→rA0(2vA), where the subscriptsA
andSstand for the first vibrational excited states of theA and
S modes. The two paths dephase at different frequencies
cause the first interactions with the radiation field in the t
paths involve distinct vibrationally excited states, but the t
paths rephase at the same frequency. The difference in
dephasing frequencies produces a beat in the vibratio
echo signal at the frequency difference. This is a stand
quantum beat that arises from a branching transition. In c
trast to the anharmonic accidental degeneracy beats, in
quantum beats:~1! the different frequencies in the first inte
action arise from distinct coherences, rather than from diff
ent locations in a single inhomogeneously broadened l
~2! the identical frequencies in the third interaction ari
from identical coherences, rather than from two distinct tra
sitions with accidental spectrally overlapped coherences.

The high frequency oscillations seen in Fig. 2 in the 0
portions of theA and S bands are standard quantum bea
The high frequency oscillations in the overtone and com
nation band regions of theA and S bands are akin to the
anharmonic beats discussed above. They are accidenta
generacy beats rather than conventional quantum beats.
cidental degeneracy beats will be discussed in de
subsequently.32 As an example, consider the beats on theS
overtone transition~1–2 transition!. To have a true quantum
beat on theS overtone transition, it is necessary to have
pair of pathways~diagrams! one of which begins by prepar

321Two-dimensional vibrational echo
ing a coherence between 0 and 1 ofS and ends with rephas-
ing in the 1–2 transition ofS, and another that begins by
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preparing a coherence between 0 and 1 ofA and ends with
rephasing in the 1–2 transition ofS. The first pathway is
r00S(0)→r01S(v01S)→r11S(0)→r21S(2v21S). The first in-
teraction and dephasing occur at a frequency in theS 0–1
band,v01S , where an additional subscript,S, has been added
to identify the frequency with theS band. The third interac-
tion and rephasing occur at a frequency in theS 1–2 band,
v21S . v21S5v01S2D, whereD is the anharmonic shift. To
have a true quantum beat at theS/A splitting, it is necessary
for the first interaction and dephasing to occur atv01A and
the third interaction and rephasing to occur atv21S . The
second pathway would begin asr00A(0)→r01A(v01A)
→r11A(0) @or r00A(0)#. The third interaction would have to
prepare the density matrix element,r21S(2v21S), that is, the
third interaction would have to take the system from eithe
population in theA mode’s first vibrational level or ground
state to an overtone~1–2! coherence in theS mode. Such a
transition is not possible through a single interaction with
radiation field. The necessary second pathway does not
at third order. A true quantum beat cannot occur. Howev
the pathway r00A(0)→r01A(v01A)→r00A(0)→r10S

(2v10S) does exist. With sufficient inhomogeneous broa
ening, accidental degeneracy of two subensembles of m
ecules can make the final rephasing frequencies in the
pathways identical~i.e., v10S5v21S), with the dephasing
frequenciesv01A andv01S . Two subensembles are require
to produce the beat. Therefore, the high frequency beat
the overtone portions of the VES are a type of acciden
degeneracy beat, not a true quantum beat. A similar a
ment applies to the combination band peak. Like the anh
monic oscillations, the high frequency beats in the overto
and combination band portions of the VES occur becaus
inhomogeneous broadening and overlapping transitions.

B. Inhomogeneous broadening

The S and A lines in the absorption spectrum are sep
rated by 72 cm21 ~see inset Fig. 2!. This splitting would give
rise to a quantum beat at;72 cm21 in the 0–1 portion of the
SandA VES bands. However, careful analysis of time slic
through the data~see inset Fig. 2! at different wavelengths
reveals that the period of theS/A quantum beats is not con
stant. To determine the beat frequency, the data were fi
the convolution of a Gaussian with an exponential. T
function is not intended to be a true description of the da
However, the fit removed much of the overall time depe
dence and left the high frequency beat as the residual to
fit. The residual oscillation was then fit to cos(vt1w). Table
I lists the beat frequencies for a number of observation wa
lengths moving progressively to the blue on the blue side
theSandA lines. On the blue sides of the lines, the signa
produced by the 0–1 transitions of the two modes. As
clear from the table, the beat frequency gradually decrea
as the observation wavelength is shortened. These obs
tions are inconsistent with a simple picture in which the b
frequency is determined by the frequency difference betw
the peaks of theS andA lines. As the wavelength of obse

322 J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 115, No. 1, 1 July 2001
vation within the inhomogeneous lines is changed, the be
frequency changes.~As discussed below, a shoulder on the
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red side of theS absorption line complicates the analysis
the data on the blue side of theA line. Therefore, most of the
analysis will be devoted to theS line.!

To understand the trend in the beat frequencies as
observation wavelength is varied, it is necessary to cons
the nature of the solute–solvent interactions that give rise
the inhomogeneous broadening of theS and A bands. Be-
cause the CO stretches in Rh~CO!2acac are inhomogeneous
broadened when dissolved in DBP at 150 K, which wav
length~s! in the A line will be associated with a given wave
length in theS line to produce a quantum beat is not imm
diately obvious. From the analysis, information is obtain
on solute–solvent intermolecular interactions and poss
sources of inhomogeneous broadening.

To appreciate the manner in which the corresponde
between theA andS lines manifests itself in the experiment
it is useful to briefly review the nature of the vibrational ec
signal. The Feynman diagrams that relate to the differ
quantum pathways are a valuable means of expressing
various contributions to the observed signal, but it is imp
tant to recognize that the state of each molecule is real
superposition of all of these quantum pathways. Therefor
single molecule is actually dephasing at both its naturaS
andA frequencies. In this context, the response of a molec
depends on its particularSandA homogeneous line frequen
cies that are located somewhere within theS andA inhomo-
geneous lines.

Because the monochromator selects a very narrow
tion of the inhomogeneous line, only those molecules t
emit at a frequency within the monochromator’s band p
will be detected. A molecule that emits at a particularS
wavelength within the monochromator band pass will be
served regardless of the value of the molecule’s correspo
ing A wavelength. The resulting beat is at the frequen
(vS02vAS0), wherevS0 is theS frequency observed by th
monochromator andvAS0 is the associatedA frequency. The
monochromator detects the subensemble of molecules
emit atvS0, which, in principle, can have a variety of ass
ciated A frequencies. The observed signal could contain
range of beat frequencies. The amplitude of a particular b
frequency is determined by the probability of having a m
ecule emitting atvS0 with an associatedA frequency,vAS0 .

TABLE I. Experimental observation wavelengths and beat frequencies

Spectral band
Observation

wavelength~cm21!
Beat frequencya

~cm21!

S 2081 71.3
S 2083 70.8
S 2085 70.6
S 2087 70.3

A 2011 70.8
A 2013 70.3
A 2015 69.8
A 2017 69.4

aThe errors on the beat frequencies are estimated to be60.1.

Thompson, Merchant, and Fayer
atThen, the beat frequency observed by the monochromator at
vS0 is related to the averagevAS0 . The functional form of
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the beat is the Fourier transform of the distribution of (vS0

2vAS0). If the distribution is narrow or a single value, th
beat will be long lived.

To address the nature of beat frequency (vS02vAS0) as
a function of the observation wavelengthvS0, we employ a
simple model that is sufficiently robust to contain the nec
sary elements of the problem. The system is considere
terms of the two CO local stretching modes,a andb, which
are coupled to the solvent and to each other. The local mo
are taken to be harmonic oscillators. The Hamiltonian is

HI 5HI a1HI b1HI aS1HI bS1HI ab . ~1!

HI a and HI b are harmonic oscillator Hamiltonians.HI aS and
HI bS reflect the coupling of thea and b local modes to the
solvent.HI ab couples the two oscillators. The eigenkets
HI a andHI b are the harmonic oscillator eigenkets in the ra
ing and lowering operator representation,una& and unb&,
with eigenvalues

Ea5\va~na11/2!, ~2a!

Eb5\vb~nb11/2!. ~2b!

HI aS andHI bS are not specified explicitly. They are taken
give rise to identical Gaussian distributions of local mo
energies centered at frequencyv0 . The range of solvent en
vironments that interact with the local mode oscillators
responsible for the distribution of local mode frequencies

For simplicity, the coupling term is chosen to be bili
ear, that is,

HI ab5gxI axI b , ~3!

whereg is the coupling constant, andxj is the position op-
erator given in terms of harmonic oscillator raising and lo
ering operators as33

xI j5S \v j

2kj
D 1/2

~aI j1aI j
1!. ~4!

kj is the force constant. For a harmonic oscillator,v
5(k/m)1/2, andm is the reduced mass. In the absence of
coupling term, the eigenkets are the product kets,unamb&.

The bilinear coupling term in the Hamiltonian results
an infinite matrix. However, we are only interested in t
lowest three eigenvalues, which correspond to the gro
state and theA andS excited states. In the uncoupled bas
the lowest energy state isu00&. This state is only coupled to
the doubly excited stateu11& by the term inHI ab with two
raising operators. The next lowest energy uncoupled st
are u01& and u10&. These states are coupled to each other
the terms inHI ab with one raising and one lowering operato
They are also coupled tou12& and u21& by the term with two
raising operators. To obtain the splitting betweenA and S
observed experimentally, the off-diagonal matrix eleme
have a magnitude of;36 cm21. The difference in energy
between theu00& state and theu11& state is;4000 cm21.
Therefore, the coupling tou11& will have little effect on the
energy ofu00&. The coupling betweenu01& andu10& will have
a significant effect, since these states are degenerate or

J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 115, No. 1, 1 July 2001
to degenerate. However, the coupling betweenu01& and u10&
and the statesu12& and u21& will have little effect, again be-
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cause the differences in the energies are;4000 cm21. There-
fore, the stateu00& is taken to be uncoupled to other state
and the statesu01& and u10& are taken to be coupled only t
each other. The importance of the other off-diagonal c
pling matrix elements was tested numerically by diagona
ing a 16316 matrix. The influence on the lowest three e
genvalues of including the off-diagonal matrix elemen
between states with large energy differences was found t
less than 0.1%; therefore, they can be dropped.34

In terms of the basis states that represent the CO stre
ing local modes, the eigenvalues are

E05 1
2\~va1vb!, ~5a!

EA5\~va1vb!2
\

2
d, ~5b!

ES5\~va1vb!1
\

2
d, ~5c!

with

d5F g2

m2vavb
1~va2vb!2G1/2

. ~6!

The transition frequencies from the ground state to theA and
Sstates areVA5(EA2E0)/\ andVS5(ES2E0)/\, respec-
tively. These are given by

VA5 1
2~va1vb2d!, ~7a!

VS5 1
2~va1vb1d!. ~7b!

With this model, it is possible to consider several differe
mechanisms that can give rise to inhomogeneous broade
of the absorption bands and the effect each mechanism
have on the quantum beat frequency as a function of ob
vation wavelength.

Three models of inhomogeneous broadening are con
ered in terms CO local mode energies and coupling. In o
the transition energies in theS andA lines are anticorrelated
either because the inhomogeneous broadening arises
variations in the local mode coupling or the local mode e
ergies are anticorrelated. In the other two, the inhomo
neous distribution of local mode energies are either co
pletely correlated or totally uncorrelated.

1. The anticorrelated case

First, consider the anticorrelated case. The anticorrela
case is illustrated in Fig. 4~a!. An observation wavelength
some number of standard deviations to the blue of cente
the S line has associated with it a wavelength on theA line
the same number of standard deviations to the red of cen
In the DBP solvent, theA/S splitting is 72 cm21. Measure-
ments of the absorption spectrum of Rh~CO!2acac in the gas
phase yield a gas phase splitting of 64.4 cm21. ~The gas
phaseA andS peaks are located at 2026.6 cm21 and 2091.0
cm21, respectively.! Therefore, interaction with the solven
shifts the peaks to the red~lower energy!, but it increases the
splitting. The simplest manner in which the positions of t
transitions in the inhomogeneously broadenedS andA lines

323Two-dimensional vibrational echo
can be anticorrelated is if the solute–solvent intermolecular
interactions act only to change the strength of the coupling
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between the two local modes. In this case,va5vb5v0 ,
that is, the local mode frequencies are independent of
solvent environment. For this situation, the transition f
quencies are

VA5v02
d

2
, ~8a!

VS5v01
d

2
, ~8b!

and

d5
g

mv0
. ~8c!

Variations in the coupling parameter,g, about the average
value in the solvent,g0 , will produce inhomogeneous broad
ening in which the transition frequencies in theA andS lines
are anticorrelated. For any molecule, asg increases, the tran
sition frequency in theA line moves to the red, and th
transition frequency in theS line moves to the blue. As the
wavelength of observation in theS line is moved to the blue
the corresponding transition in theA line for the molecules
under observation will move to the red. The frequency of
quantum beat,vb , is

vb5vS2vA . ~9!

Therefore, as the wavelength of observation moves furthe
the blue on theS line, the beat frequency should increas
This is in contrast to the observed decrease in the beat
quency shown in Table I. Looking at Eq.~7!, anticorrelation

FIG. 4. Diagrams illustrating different possible scenarios that could be
volved in the generation of a quantum beat at a single observation w
length on theS line. ~a! The frequencies in theA andS lines are anticorre-
lated.~b! The inhomogeneous lines have identical linewidths, and the lo
mode frequencies are correlated.~c! The inhomogeneous lines have diffe
ent linewidths, and the local mode frequencies are correlated.~d! The inho-
mogeneous lines have different linewidths, and the local mode frequen
are uncorrelated. Each situation gives rise to a unique prediction for
dependence of the beat frequency on observation wavelength.

324 J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 115, No. 1, 1 July 2001
can also occur if the local mode frequencies are anticorr
lated, that is, asva increasesvb decreases the same amount
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and vice versa.~It is difficult to envision a mechanism tha
would make the local mode frequencies anticorrelated.! The
result is basically the same. Anticorrelation would lead to
increase in the beat frequency as the observation wavele
on theSband is moved farther to the blue. This is contrary
observation.

2. The correlated case

The local mode frequencies are taken to have a Gaus
distribution with a center frequencyv0, and a standard de
viation s. Each of the local mode frequencies,va andvb ,
has the same distribution. The probability of having a p
ticular frequency isP(v i), whereP(v i) is determined by
the position in the Gaussian local mode distribution. T
probability of having a particular pair of frequencies
P(va ,vb)5P(va)3P(vb). v0 ands are chosen to repro
duce the linear absorption spectrum as closely as poss
~see below!.

The correlated case is depicted in Figs. 4~b! and 4~c!. In
terms of the distribution of local mode frequencies, the c
related case arises whenva5vb5v. In this situation, from
the model, the transition frequencies are

VA5v2
g

2mv
, ~10a!

VS5v1
g

2mv
. ~10b!

The absorption spectrum shows that theA andS lines are
close to Gaussian in shape, but they have different inho
geneous widths. The widths of theA andSabsorption bands
are 12.6 cm21 and 10.2 cm21, respectively, at the experimen
tal temperature, 150 K.~The S line develops a shoulder o
the red side of the absorption line as the temperature is
duced below room temperature. The analysis given her
restricted to the blue sides of the lines to avoid complicatio
that are caused both by the shoulder and the influences o
overtone and combination bands in the VES.!

First take theS andA lines to haveidentical inhomoge-
neous widths@i.e., setv5v0 , a constant in the denominator
on the right-hand sides~rhs! of Eqs. 10~a! and 10~b!#. For
identical widths@Fig. 4~b!#, the correlated case means th
for an observation wavelength shifted to the blue of cen
by a certain energy on theS line, the corresponding position
on theA line is shifted to the blue of center by the identic
amount. Moving the detection wavelength farther and fart
to the blue on theS line results in the correspondingA tran-
sitions moving identical amounts to the blue. Therefore,
S/A splitting is independent of the observation waveleng
and the beat frequency will be independent of the obse
tion wavelength. This is contrary to observation. The unc
related case, discussed below, has a similar behavior
identical linewidths.

As pointed out above, theA and S inhomogeneously
broadened absorption lines do not have the same widths.
bilinear coupling model yieldsA and S linewidths that are
not the same, and predicts that theA linewidth is wider than

-
e-

l

es
e

Thompson, Merchant, and Fayer
e-
,
theS linewidth. The difference in widths arises from thev in
the denominator of the second term on the rhs of Eqs.~10!.
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As v is increased, the second term on the rhs of Eqs.~10!,
the coupling term, is decreased. Relative to the local m
frequency, the increasingv in the denominators causes mo
ecules to be shifted less to the blue than they otherw
would be in theS line @Eq. 10~b!# and less to the red tha
they otherwise would be in theA line @Eq. 10~a!#. In a cor-
responding manner, asv is decreased, molecules are shift
more to the blue in theS line and more to the red in theA
line than they would be otherwise. The result is that theS
line is narrowed and theA line is broadened.

With the S line narrower than theA line, the correlated
case@Fig. 4~c!# no longer predicts that the beat frequency
independent of the observation wavelength. In the calc
tions, if theS line is observed at a particular wavelength
the blue side of the line, there is a single correspond
wavelength on the blue side of theA line. However, an ob-
servation wavelength some multiple of a standard deviat
DsS , to the blue on theS line has associated with it a co
responding wavelength on theA line shifted by the same
multiple of a standard deviation,DsA . SincesA is larger
thansS , the difference between theA wavelength and theS
wavelength is less than the center-to-center separation o
peaks. Thus, the beat frequency is predicted to be less
the separation of the peaks. As the observation waveleng
moved further to the blue on theS line, the separation be
comes smaller, and the beat frequency decreases.

Equations~10! predict the qualitatively correct observa
tions. In the linear absorption spectrum theA line is wider
than theS line. In the 2D vibrational echo spectrum, a d
creasing beat frequency occurs as the observation w
length is moved further to the blue on theS line. However,
the difference in theA and S absorption linewidths is no
large enough, and the change in the beat frequency
observation wavelength is far too small. The closest ca
lated linewidths are withs56.85 cm21, which yieldsA and
S linewidths of 11.6 cm21 and 11.2 cm21, respectively, in
contrast to the experimental values of 12.6 cm21 and 10.2
cm21 ~see Table II!. To reproduce the linear absorption spe
trum, it is necessary to increase the strength of thev depen-
dence in the second term on the rhs of Eqs.~10!. In going
from the gas phase to the DBP solvent, the transition e
gies shift to lower energy but the splitting between theA and
S lines increases. In the model Hamiltonian, Eq.~1!, there is
no term that changes the coupling between the local mo
because of interaction with the solvent. A simple heuris
modification of Eq.~6! that has the correct behavior, that

TABLE II. Experimental and calculated linewidths. Calculated: local mo
distribution2v052045.8 cm21, s56.85 cm21.

Symmetric linewidth
FWHM ~cm21!

Antisymmetric linewidth
FWHM ~cm21!

Experiment 12.6 10.2
a50 correlated 11.61 11.23
a50.0025 correlated 12.65 10.20
a50.0025 uncorrelated 12.69 10.27

J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 115, No. 1, 1 July 2001
increases the coupling strength as the frequency moves
lower energy is
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d5F g2

m2vaea~va2v0!vbea~vb2v0! 1~va2vb!2G1/2

.

~11!

When a50, the original form ofd is recovered. Using this
form, for the correlated case the transition energies beco

VA5v2
g

2mvea~v2v0! , ~12a!

VS5v1
g

2mvea~v2v0! . ~12b!

For s56.85 cm21 anda50.0025, theA andS linewidths are
12.65 cm21 and 10.20 cm21, respectively, in accord with the
experimental values. Figure 5~a!, shows the calculated spec
trum, and Table II lists the experimental and calculated lin
widths. Using Eqs.~12! increases the difference in width
between theS and A lines, and, therefore, causes the be
frequency to decrease more rapidly as the observation w
length is moved further to the blue on theS line. In fact, the
same parameters that reproduce the linear absorption s

FIG. 5. The linear spectrum predicted by the augmented bilinear coup
model with parameters chosen to mimic the observed linear absorption s
trum of Rh~CO!2acac in DBP.~a! The predicted absorption spectrum assu
ing complete correlation of the local mode frequencies. The model is ab
accurately reproduce the absorption spectrum with the correct peak spl
and linewidths. In parts~b! and ~c! the predicted absorption spectrum a
suming complete correlation~correlated model! is blown up and overlaid
with the predicted spectrum assuming a total lack of correlation~uncorre-
lated model!. The correlated and uncorrelated cases predict essentially i
tical spectra for the same input parameters.

325Two-dimensional vibrational echo
totrum do a reasonably good job of reproducing the trend in
the beat frequency as a function of observation wavelength
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on the blue side of theS line. Results of the calculations ar
shown in Table III and discussed further below.

3. The uncorrelated case

The uncorrelated case is depicted in Fig. 4~d!. In the
uncorrelated case, for a givenva value, vb can take on a
variety of values with the probability for a particular valu
given by the Gaussian distribution of local mode frequenc
Using the same augmented model that was able to repro
linear absorption line shapes in the correlated case, theA and
S transition frequencies are

VA5 1
2 ~va1vb!

2
1

2 F g2

m2vaea~va2v0!vbea~vb2v0! 1~va2vb!2G1/2

,

~13a!

VS5 1
2 ~va1vb!

1
1

2 F g2

m2vaea~va2v0!vbea~vb2v0! 1~va2vb!2G1/2

.

~13b!

In contrast to the correlated case, in the uncorrelated ca
range of pairs of local mode frequencies (va ,vb) can give
rise to a particular transition frequency. In spite of the d
ference between the correlated and uncorrelated cases
calculated linear absorption spectrum using the uncorrel
model is virtually identical to the spectrum using the cor
lated model with the same parameters. Figures 5~b! and 5~c!
display the calculated absorption spectra for theA and S
lines, respectively, for both the correlated and uncorrela
cases. Table II gives a comparison of the linewidths cal
lated with the two models using the identical paramete
The uncorrelated widths are slightly larger. A very sm
change in the parametera would make them identical
Therefore, the correlated and uncorrelated models canno

TABLE III. ~a! Symmetric line–calculated beat frequencies.~b! Antisym-
metric line–calculated beat frequencies.

~a!

S line
observation
freq. cm21

Anticorrelated
beat

freq. cm21

Correlated
beat

freq. cm21

Uncorrelate
beat

freq. cm21

2072 52 74.50 70.99
2077 62 73.25 71.82
2082 72 72.00 72.60
2087 82 70.75 73.33
2092 92 69.50 73.96

~b!

A line
observation
freq. cm21

Anticorrelated
beat

freq. cm21

Correlated
beat

freq. cm21

Uncorrelate
beat

freq. cm21

2000 92 74.00 71.22
2005 82 73.00 72.00
2010 72 72.00 72.68
2015 62 71.00 73.29
2020 52 70.00 73.88

326 J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 115, No. 1, 1 July 2001
distinguished by comparison of the calculated line shape
with the absorption spectrum.
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Of particular importance is the fact that a single obs
vation wavelength on the blue side of theS line does not
correlate with a single transition frequency in theA line. This
is also true for an observation wavelength on theA line.
Figure 6 shows the nature of the mapping of a particu
observation wavelength on one line to a range of correspo
ing transition frequencies on the other line. Figure 6~a!
shows the mapping from the observation wavelength 2
cm21on theS line onto transition frequencies on theA line.
Figure 6~b! shows the mapping from the observation wav
length 2010 cm21 on theA line onto transition frequencie
on theS line. The figure shows that the mapping is to a bro
spread of wavelengths, but the distribution is relative
sharply peaked with a cutoff. Thus, when observing a
particular wavelength on the blue side of theS line, in prin-
ciple, there will be a spread of beat frequencies rather tha
single beat frequency.

The spread in beat frequencies will manifest itself as
oscillation in the data at the average frequency, but the
cillation will be damped as the beat frequencies get out
phase. The nature of the beat was calculated by avera
over the difference between the observation frequency in
S line and the corresponding distribution of transition fr
quencies in theA line. For each pairva , vb that gives rise
to theS line observation frequency, the associated beat
quency was weighted byP(va ,vb)5P(va)3P(vb), and

FIG. 6. For a given observation wavelength on theS(A) line the mapping
onto the set of transition frequencies on theA(S) line is shown for the case
of uncorrelated local mode energies.~a! S line observation wavelength is
2082 cm21. ~b! A line observation wavelength is 2010 cm21. The curves are
the relative probabilities. The calculations show that a single observa
wavelength does not map onto a single transition frequency on the o
line.

Thompson, Merchant, and Fayer
sthe average over beat frequencies was performed for a vari-
ety of observation wavelengths. Since there is a spread of
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beat frequencies that gives rise to the average, in princ
the damping of the oscillations in the data could be used
extract the spread. However, because the distribution of
quencies in theA line that is mapped onto by an observati
frequency in theS line is relatively sharply peaked, th
damping of the oscillations caused by the spread is too s
to be detected given the intrinsic damping caused by ho
geneous dephasing of theS andA transitions.

The results of the calculations of the beat frequencies
the uncorrelated case are given in Table III. As the obse
tion wavelength on theS line moves further to the blue, th
model predicts that the beat frequency increases, whic
contrary to observation. The rate of increase is much slo
than for the anticorrelated case.

C. Discussion of the nature of inhomogeneous
broadening

Using the coupled local mode model, the nature
solute–solvent interactions that give rise to inhomogene
broadening was considered in terms of three cases for
correlation between frequencies in theS andA lines. In one,
the transition energies in theS andA lines are anticorrelated
either because the inhomogeneous broadening arises
variations in the local mode coupling constant or the lo
mode energies are anticorrelated. In the other two, the in
mogeneous distribution of local mode energies are ei
correlated or uncorrelated. Results of calculations for
three cases are given in parts~a! and~b! of Table III, for the
SandA lines, respectively. The first column in the tables lis
the observation wavelengths. The next three columns list
calculated beat frequencies for the three cases. For the
correlated case, the beat frequency is the average bea
quency, but as discussed above, the distribution of beat
quencies is narrow.

Consider the blue side of the symmetric line. The expe
mentally determined beat frequencies are given in Tabl
For the anticorrelated case@part ~a! of Table III, column 2#,
as the observation wavelength moves progressively to
blue ~higher energy!, the beat frequency increases rapid
For the correlated case@part ~a! of Table III column 3#, the
beat frequency decreases mildly. For the uncorrelated
@part~a! of Table III, column 4#, the beat frequency increase
mildly. The data are consistent with the correlated c
within the context of the calculations using the augmen
bilinear coupling theory. Calculations using correlated lo
mode frequencies are able to reproduce the absorption s
trum as well. The parameters that give the correct linewid
and splitting of the peaks in the absorption spectrum prod
the correct trend in the beat frequencies and produc
change in the beat frequency with observation that is sim
but not identical to those that are observed. For example
observation wavelengths 2082 cm21 and 2087 cm21 the cor-
related case calculations give beat frequencies of 72.00 c21

and 70.75 cm21, respectively. The difference is 1.25 cm21.
The experimental values at these wavelengths are 71.1 c21

and 70.3 cm21. The difference is 0.8 cm21. Although the
model calculations produce a dependence of the beat

J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 115, No. 1, 1 July 2001
quency with observation wavelength that is;50% too steep,
the correlated case calculations reproduced the correct tre
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an accurate description of the absorption line shapes,
come close to quantitatively predicting the beat frequenc

The anticorrelated case could occur if the solvent p
duced inhomogeneous broadening by changing the coup
between the local modes. Molecules with large couplin
have largeS/A splittings. Such a molecule would be foun
on the blue side of theS line and the red side of theA line.
Molecules further to the blue on theS line would have posi-
tions in theA line further to the red, giving rise to an in
creased splitting and a higher beat frequency, as shown in~a!
of Table III.

The form of the coupling between the local modes th
gives rise to theA and S modes is an interesting questio
The CO stretching transitions are strong. The local mo
transition dipole can be calculated35 from the absorption
spectrum.36 The transition dipole was determined to bem
50.3 debye. Rh~CO!2acac is square planar. From the crys
structure,37 the angle between the CO’s is virtually 90° an
the center-to-center separation of the CO’s is 3.4 Å. Tak
the dipole direction to be along the CO bond,38 the bare
transition dipole–transition dipole interaction is 17.2 cm21.
Dividing this value by the DBP dielectric constant of 6.4439

gives an interaction of 2.7 cm21. TheA/S splitting would be
twice the interaction. The dielectric constant may not co
in as a simple reduction in the magnitude of the bare in
action. However, the fact that the splitting increases wh
going from vacuum to a dielectric medium and that the sp
ting is almost insensitive to the solvent28 suggests that the
dominant interaction is not dipole–dipole. Nonetheless, s
vent induced variations in the dipole–dipole interacti
would result in anticorrelation of theS/A splitting, which is
inconsistent with the beat frequency trend. A possible sou
of the coupling of the CO local modes to give rise to theA
andS lines is an interaction via the bonding to the Rh, whi
is discussed below.

The uncorrelated case could occur if the inhomogene
broadening is dominated by the local solvent structure ab
the two CO local oscillators. If the solvent structure imm
diately adjacent to a local oscillator has a major influence
its frequency and if the solvent structure about one CO
distinct and uncorrelated with the solvent structure about
other CO, the local mode frequencies could be uncorrela
This model is able to reproduce the linear absorption sp
trum but not the trend in the beat frequencies.

The observed correlation in the local mode frequenc
could arise if macroscopic effects dominate the local mo
frequencies. Vibrational frequencies are density depende40

Therefore, variations in local solvent density can affect
local mode frequency. If variations in the density of th
glassy solvent occur on a distance scale that is large c
pared to the size of the Rh~CO!2acac solute, then the CO
local modes will experience the same density and have
related local mode frequencies. This model, while possib
does not seem appropriate. In going from the vacuum to
DBP solid solvent, the absorption peaks shift to the red;12
cm21. Variations in the density about the average value
very small compared to the difference between vacuum

327Two-dimensional vibrational echo
nd,
the solid. Therefore, such density variations cannot reason-
ably be expected to produce inhomogeneous linewidths of
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;11 cm21 when the vacuum-to-solid shift is only;12
cm21.

The source of the solvent induced distribution of cor
lated local mode energies may come from the nature of
bonding in metal carbonyls. Gas phase CO has its vibratio
transition at;2130 cm21. Metal carbonyls have their CO
stretching modes shifted to the red on the order of 100 to
cm21. This shift has two sources. In making the metal C
bond, some of the electron density that contributes to the
triple bond is transferred into the formation of the M–
bond. This reduces the bond order below a triple bond
addition, there is back bonding from the metaldp orbitals
into the CO antibondingp orbital. This back bonding furthe
weakens the CO bond. The result is the redshift in the
stretching frequencies of metal carbonyls compared to C

The Rhacac portion of Rh~CO!2acac is a planar six
member aromatic ring. The Rh is one atom of the s
member ring, and it contributes adp orbital to the aromatic
p system. DBP has aromatic and nonaromatic portions.
ferent solvent configurations around the Rhacac ring m
influence the Rh contribution to the ring bonding. Chang
the extent ofdp contribution to the ring’sp system will
affect the electron density available for bonding to the CO
Changing thedp electron density available for back bondin
to the COs will change the bond strengths directly a
change the CO vibrational frequency. Changes in the
electron density available fors bonding to the COs’ carbon
indirectly influences the CO bond strength. An increase
the Rh–C bond strength results in a decrease in the CO b
strength, and vice versa. The important point is that e
anisotropic interactions of the solvent with the Rhacac r
that produce changes in the Rh electron density available
the Rh~CO!2 bonding will have the identical effect on bot
COs. Thus, anisotropic interactions with the solvent can g
rise to correlated changes in the CO local mode vibratio
frequencies.

The proposed mechanism would give rise to correla
local mode frequencies. The distribution of the local mo
frequencies produces the inhomogeneousA andS lines. DBP
is a relatively anisotropic molecule that could create a br
distribution of interactions with the Rh~CO!2acac. These in-
teractions generate relatively wide inhomogeneous lines.
Rh~CO!2acacA andS linewidths in hydrocarbon solvents ar
considerably narrower than those in DBP.41 This is consis-
tent with the proposed mechanism.

The correlated local mode frequency model comes c
est to reproducing the data. It is the only one of the th
scenarios that produces the correct dependence of the
frequency on the observation wavelength. However, the d
dependence on the observation wavelength is not quit
steep as predicted. It is possible that the mechanism res
sible for the trend in beat frequencies is not caused solely
the distribution of correlated local mode frequencies. For
ample, small variations in the transition dipole–transition
pole interaction between the CO oscillators could give rise
a small anticorrelated contribution. In addition, there co
be some influence on the local mode frequencies cause
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direct uncorrelated local solvent structure variations. Sinc
the anticorrelated and uncorrelated mechanisms result in t
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opposite trend in the beat frequency with observation wa
length from the correlated mechanism, some contribut
from either or both of them would produce a beat frequen
dependence that is less steep than predicted by theory.

Further experimental examination should provide ad
tional insights into the sources of inhomogeneous broad
ing. As mentioned above, one of the problems with the s
tem studied here is that there is a shoulder on the red sid
the S absorption line. A detailed spectrum taken at the e
perimental temperature, 150 K, with the solvent backgrou
subtracted is shown in Fig. 7. TheS peak was fit to the sum
of two Gaussians. The shoulder’s peak is centered at 2
cm21. This shoulder does not occur at room temperature~see
inset Fig. 2!. The shoulder develops as the sample is coo
and goes away when the sample is warmed up. As
sample is cooled and the shoulder grows in, the area of
total peak is conserved. The spectrum of Rh~CO!2acac in
poly~methyl methacrylate! does not have a shoulder at roo
temperature or at low temperature. It is possible that
shoulder occurs because of a specific association of the
ute with the solvent. At low temperature, the benzene mo
of the DBP solvent may form a stable associated struc
with the Rhacac six member aromatic ring, producing a w
defined shift in the spectrum. As discussed above, change
the Rh contribution to the ring bonding can affect the C
frequency.

If such an association is responsible for the shoulder
theS line, then there should be a corresponding peak for
A line. However, a peak is not visible. Therefore, it must
buried under theA line. There is some evidence that this
the case. While the high frequency quantum beats obse
on the blue side of theS line appear to be composed of
single oscillation~see inset Fig. 2!, the beats on theA line
appear to have a distinct high frequency modulation. T
oscillatory component of these data can be fit with two c
sine functions in the same manner that theS line data was fit

FIG. 7. The experimental linear absorption spectrum of Rh~CO!2acac in
dibutylphthalate at 150 K with solvent background subtracted. Note
appearance of the shoulder on the red side of the symmetric peak. This
present in the room temperature absorption spectrum nor is it present a
temperature when the solvent is PMMA.

Thompson, Merchant, and Fayer
e
he
with a single cosine function. A Fourier transform of theA
line data displays a double peak while a Fourier transform of
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the S line data shows a single peak. The lower frequen
component of the two beat frequencies in theA line data is
;62 cm21. Then, theA line peak corresponding to theS line
shoulder is located at;2010 cm21. This wavelength is con-
sistent with theA line peak corresponding to theS line shoul-
der being buried under the mainA line, and it is not inde-
pendently observable in the linear absorption spectrum.
presence of this buried peak makes the trend in theA line
beat frequencies with observation wavelength difficult
analyze. As seen in Table I, the trend for theA line is the
same as that of theS line. Future experiments will be con
ducted in a system that does not display a shoulder, ma
possible a direct comparison of theA line and S line beat
frequency trends.

IV. CONCLUDING REMARKS

Ultrafast infrared two-dimensional vibrational ech
spectroscopy has been used to examine solute–solvent
actions. The symmetric and antisymmetric CO stretch
modes of Rh~CO!2acac in dibutylphthalate were studied. Th
vibrational echo spectrum eliminates the solvent backgro
and displays many features that are not seen in the lin
absorption spectrum. The 2D spectrum also provides in
mation that cannot be obtained from the 1D vibrational ec
experiment. In the absorption spectrum, there is one peak
each mode. In the VES there are three regions for e
mode, thev50 – 1 transition, thev51 – 2 transition, and the
combination band feature. The decays of the features
related to the solute–solvent dynamics and provide inform
tion on pure dephasing and spectral diffusion.8

The VES has two modulations, a high frequency mod
lation and a low frequency modulation. The high frequen
modulation of theS and A 0–1 VES is a quantum bea
which is produced because there is a branching transit
The ground vibrational state is coupled to two excited sta
the S andA states. The beat frequency is determined by
splitting between theS and A lines. The low frequency
modulation is caused by the anharmonicity of each tra
tion. The modulation is at the difference between the 0
and 1–2 transition frequencies. This modulation is not a n
mal quantum beat. It does not involve a branching transit
The anharmonic modulation requires inhomogeneous bro
ening that is greater than the anharmonic frequency shif
is an accidental degeneracy beat. The mechanism that g
rise to the anharmonic oscillation was described in so
detail.14 It is different from the previously propose
mechanism.2,31

Information on the nature of solute–solvent interactio
is contained in the manner in which the quantum beat
quency depends on the wavelength of observation. As
observation wavelength is shifted farther to the blue on
blue side of theS line, the beat frequency decreases. A mo
of the interaction of the local CO oscillators with the solve
was used to investigate the manner in which solute–solv
interactions create inhomogeneous broadening of theA andS
lines. The results indicate that the frequencies of the two
local oscillators are highly correlated. Such correlation co

J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 115, No. 1, 1 July 2001
arise from interactions between the solvent and the six mem
ber aromatic Rhacac ring that would cause changes in t
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Rh–CO bonding. Even anisotropic solvent interactions w
the ring would produce correlated changes in the CO lo
oscillator frequencies by changing the bonding between
and the two COs in an identical manner. Additional expe
mental and theoretical work will be required to enhance
derstanding of such solute–solvent interactions. Both the
periments and theory presented here should be taken t
preliminary. Nonetheless, they demonstrate that new type
information can be obtained from the application of 2D v
brational echo spectroscopy to molecular systems.
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